
 

L Sealer Shrink Wrap Machine BSE-6040 
 

 
 
L sealer shrink wrap machine is specially designed for the packaging production line of beer, 
beverage, mineral water, juice and other semi-finished products. Heat tunnel shrink wrap machine 
can automatically complete the transfer and arrangement of bottles, film packaging, sealing, 
cutting, shrinkage, cooling and molding. 
 
Book shrink wrap machine adopts PLC automatic program cycle control, which can make the 
machine have stable and reliable performance. This is a perfect automatic heat-shrinkable 
packaging machine. 
 
Features 
 
1. The entire sealing function of heat tunnel shrink wrap machine is completed automatically by the 
cylinder, which can greatly improve the safety of the seal, reduce the labor intensity and improve 
the working efficiency. 
2. Book shrink wrap machine e is made by the combination of shrink tube and sealing machine. 
Use good sealing elements and then automatically transfer to the contraction chamber at will to 
complete the contraction. 
3. The sealing knife of the machine is made of anti-sticking high-temperature alloy material. 
Sealing knife can achieve perfect sealing, ensure no cracking, coking, smoke. The resulting 
packaging bag is very beautiful. 
4. The sealing time of the machine is controlled accurately, and the sealing time of the machine is 
controlled by time relay, which can greatly improve the production efficiency. 
5. L sealer shrink wrap machine can adjust the height of the transmitter. The operator can use the 
handwheel to adjust the height of the conveyor, and the adjustment is very easy; 
6. Emergency braking function. In case of emergency, the emergency stop device installed by the 
machine can stop the operation of the machine immediately and effectively prevent the occurrence 
of accidents. 



7. The sliding bracket equipped with heat tunnel shrink wrap machine can hold various shrink film. 
The machine can be applied to all kinds of materials shrink film, can be perfect packaging all kinds 
of products. 
8. Book shrink wrap machine is equipped with a sealing knife with automatic anti-fault cutting knife 
and anti-overheating protection device. When accidents occur, these two devices can effectively 
protect the operator from accidental cutting. 
 
Technical Data: 
 

Model BSE-6040 Packing size 600*400mm 

Power source 
AC380V/220V 

External size 2800*850*1450mm 
(3 Phase ) 

Power 24KW Thick of film 0.03-0.25mm 

Conveyor speed 0-10m/min Conveyor motor AC220V/120W 

Conveyor loading 30kgs Max. weight 260 kgs 

 


